Newcomer offers for structural engineers
Offer for business start-ups and transfer customers You can benefit now from our permanent offers for your inexpensive entry into our structural design solutions.

Convince yourself, these package offers for business start-ups and transfer customers are something you should not miss. If you need software beyond these offers, we will be happy to give you advise!

**RIBtec RC-Package for 2.800 € instead 3.900 €**
Reinforced Concrete Package with Collection of Structural Member Design RTool, RTbeam(RCbeam, SLS&FLS, Detail, Reinforcement), RTbest (RC column), RTfooting (RC footing), and RTcdesign (RC section, ULS)!

**RIBtec RC-Package Plus for 5.800 € instead 9.200 €**
Reinforced Concrete Package with additional Extension for RTbeam (Steel-& Timber-Design, Elastic Bedding, Prestressing), RTbest (Fire & Steel Design), RTfooting (Precast & Polygonal Footings) and RTcdesign (SLS, FLS, Prestressing)

**RTgeo for 3.200 € instead 4.000 €**
Collection of Geotechnical Member Design Tools incl. RTslope, RTlimes and RTpinwalls

*All prices are exclusive of VAT. The general terms and conditions of RIB Software SE apply - www.rib-software.com/agb*

Are you interested? Please send us your inquiry!

We will be happy to advise you on the offers for newcomers

RIB Engineering GmbH
Vaihinger Straße 151
70567 Stuttgart

Phone +49 711 7873-157
Email tragwerksplanung@rib-software.com